Release Note
Panasonic Network Camera Recorder
with Viewer Software Lite
Change history

V4.05R02


Modification:

1. Change company name notation in the program to the new company name.

V4.05R00


Additions:
1. Support new network cameras
It enabled to connect the following network camera which are new models;
- SFN6**/SFV6**/SPN6**/SPW6** series
- SFN3**/SFV3**/SPW3** series
- SPN5** series
As a result, the following symptoms have been improved;
- It is not possible audio transmission to the camera.
2. Add new dialogs


When the simultaneous recording number is scheduled to be a 17 or more
units, a pop-up message will prompt you to change settings so as to be 16
units or less for stable operation.
 GUI startup, to display the manual recording list, you have to be able to stop
recording from the screen.
3. Improve Search page
 Add the date the search criteria.
 Add the right-click menu, operations such as file deletion was to allow easy.
 Add chips play button, we described a method of changing the playback
speed.
 Date range you have to be able to delete the recording file with the
specified.
 The range of playback time we have to be specified.
 The search results I have to be able to sort by the camera name
 Hold the search results.
 It clears the playback information of the search results and multi-playback

Once across the day
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4. Support the function of reproducing the saved recorded data on another PC
The program of the PC-B can playback the recorded USB-HDD of PC-A by
connecting with the PC-B.


Modifications:
1. Simplification procedures up to playback recorded images
Simply click the multi-playback button to search and display the timeline view
automatically.
2. Support search screen 16: 9 display.
In 16: 9, search screen is reduced vertically to display all.
3. Improvement of multi-monitoring and multi-playback screen
 Changed the design of the layout buttons on the user settings.
Also, changed the design of "Minimize" and "Exit" buttons to the general
design.
 In multi-playback screen, it has to be able to change the playback speed,
even during playback.
The display frame rate was to be able to configure the settings of the
camera set to the upper limit.


Add a choice to enable/disable click to center function.
 Add "fit in the display area" into the image display format.
Also possible to switch the display format by the keyboard.
4. Automatic setting to the camera:
Possible to set Automatically Set ON / OFF, previously Automatically Set to the
camera when registering the camera to this program and may be a cause of
problem by conjunction with the use of the browser.
5. Improvement of issues that may lose the camera setting information:
Improved the software not to lose the camera settings information even if a load is
applied to the PC and occur write error in the file.
6. Other improvements
 Expanded the maximum number of digits of "user name" and "password" to
32 digits in the camera registration screen
 Abolished the limit 500GB of storage destination capacity of each camera.



Added a button to stop all manual recording in manual recording button list
Increased the speed for the restore function

V4.02R02


Corrections:
1. Enhanced security.

V4.02R01


Additions:
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1. Supports Portuguese as the displayed language

V4.02R00


First release version

----------------------------How To Upgrade
----------------------------It's strongly recommended that you shut down all other applications during the installation
process.
1. From the [Start] menu, select [All Programs] -> [Network Camera Recorder with Viewer
Software Ver. 4] -> [Uninstall].
2. Extract this file, perform autorun4.exe and install.
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